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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your company has deployed Network Access Protection (NAP). You
configure secure wireless access to the network by using 802.1X
authentication from any access point.
You need to ensure that all client computers that access the
network are evaluated by NAP. What should you do?
A. Create a Network Policy that specifies EAP-TLS as the only
available authentication method.
B. Configure all access points as RADIUS clients to the
Remediation Servers.
C.
CreateaNetworkPolicythatdefinesRemoteAccessServerasanetworkconn
ectionmethod.
D. Configure all access points as RADIUS clients to the Network

Policy Server (NPS).
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
If a current private key is compromised, which of the following
would ensure it cannot be used to decrypt all historical data?
A. Perfect forward secrecy
B. Elliptic-curve cryptography
C. Homomorphic encryption
D. Key stretching
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your customer has the following key performance indicators:
-The SAM plan is defined and approved.
-Sign-off on SAM reports is performed annually.
-Direct SAM responsibility is identified throughout the
organization.
You need to identify the minimum Microsoft SAM Optimization
Model (SOM) maturity level represented by all of these
indicators.
Which maturity level should you identify?
A. Dynamic
B. Rationalized
C. Basic
D. Standardized
Answer: D
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